Halogen-bond mediated assembly of metal-containing architectures
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There is still a shortage of robust and transferable guidelines for deliberate supramolecular synthesis of metal-containing structures with precise and desirable metrics and topologies. Of the plethora of non-covalent interactions that can determine the assembly of a solid-state structure, the halogen bond is currently receiving considerable attention as a potentially important actor on the supramolecular stage. Similar yet different to its hydrogen bonding counterpart, the halogen bond is becoming a valuable tool in the crystal engineering toolbox.[1] In fact, in many organic materials the halogen bond is used as the primary intermolecular interaction to dictate supramolecular self-assembly due to its strength, directionality and possibility for electrostatic fine-tuning of both the donor- and the acceptor moiety.[2] On the other hand, relatively few metal-organic frameworks that rely on XB's have not received anywhere near the same attention. Therefore, we opted to employ a set of guidelines that has emerged from the engineering of organic solid-state systems and transfer them to the assembly of desirable metal-containing motifs. In this contribution we demonstrate how that principle can successfully be utilised in the rational design of a series of copper(II) and cadmium(II) coordination compounds. In addition, several structure-property correlations are presented (e.g. solubility, thermal stability, elasticity), and structural, thermal and spectroscopic data are complemented by CSD data mining. Extensive computational methods are used to facilitate the interpretation of the experimental efforts.


Figure 1. Hirshfeld surface mapped with \( d_{anom} \) for visualizing halogen bonds in CuCl\(_2\)(1-pz)\(_2\).
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The majority of papers published on halogen bonding are focused on molecules with isolated C-X bonds. In this work we tried to examine if the conclusions observed for this recent type of interactions also apply to a situation where two halogens are bonded to the same atom. To achieve this goal we choose a family of compounds, \( \text{C}_p\text{TIX}_3 \), that was first prepared in the 1950's¹ and whose crystal packing could not at the time be analyzed in terms of halogen bonds.

As this type of interactions is the result of anisotropy in electron distribution around the halogen atoms,²³ we used DFT calculations to draw electron density maps for the various compounds. These maps showed that, in contrast with the halogens involved in isolated C-X bonds (the α-hole model), the electron scattering is concentrated in the zone amidst the bonds, creating not only anisotropy but also asymmetry. Despite this asymmetry the parameters obtained for the type I halogen bonds encountered do not show large differences to those expected for C-X isolated bonds. However, the location of this large concentration of electronic charge in between the M-X bonds eliminates the possibility of type II halogen bonds.³

Another characteristic that is similar is the increase in significance of these halogen bonds with the atom polarizability: from fluorine (where they do not exist) to iodine (where all halogen atoms participate in X−X bonds).

In all compounds containing halogen atom there is always a competition between D-H−X and X−X interactions in the definition of the crystal packing. Independently of their relative number and significance, the presence of type I halogen bonds strongly affects the arrangement of the primary motif (chains of molecules formed through C-H X hydrogen bonds) of these crystals: in the absence of X−X bonds the chains are parallel; when they are present the chains are antiparallel.
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Switchable polarization of NH···N hydrogen bonds remains in a great interest of crystallographers due to their ferroelectric properties. This effect has been recently reported for dabcO salts and halobenzimidazoles. Halogen interactions are kind of electrostatic interaction that can be as strong as hydrogen bonds and may force different molecules arrangement in space. What is more X···X interactions can significantly shorten NH···N bond length and allow proton transfer along hydrogen bond chains. During our studies we synthesized several haloderivatives of imidazole. Collected X-ray diffraction data at ambient conditions allowed us to determine five novel structures of double and triple substituted imidazoles at ambient conditions as an introduction for further high-pressure studies. The main structural features of all investigated haloimidazoles are: molecules arranged in sheets made of chains linked by NH···N bonds with X···X interactions holding sheets together. Halogen substitution causes steric hindrances which has major effect to the molecules arrangement. What is more, electronegative halogen atoms withdraw more electrons of the imidazole ring than H-atoms strengthening NH···N bonds.

**Figure 1.** Haloidimidazoles studied during research and their acronym symbols: (a) 4,5-dichloroimidazole, (b) 4,5-dibromoimidazole, (c) 4,5-diiodoimidazole, (d) 2,4,5-trichloroimidazole, (e) 2,4,5-triiodoimidazole.